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Abstract: This article explores the theme of moral rationality by examining two
distinct philosophical approaches, those of perfectionism and pragmatism broadly
construed. It does this by comparing Cora Diamond’s reading of J. M. Coetzee’s
novel The Lives of Animals with an imaginary reading of the same novel tuned to
a moral sensibility closer to Deweyan pragmatism. By comparing a real account
with an imaginary one, the article intends to press Diamond’s perfectionist under-
standing of problematic moral experience into confrontation with a pragmatist
account of the same phenomenon. This reading becomes the starting point for a
broader confrontation between two larger philosophical conceptions: perfection-
ism and pragmatism. By this comparison, the article means to extend a dialogue
begun more than a century ago, showing in particular that integrating both
perspectives within a common moral epistemology provides new insights into our
understanding of moral experience. The general claim is that their differences
notwithstanding, perfectionism and pragmatism share a common moral sensibil-
ity, although they part ways on some decisive issues that the article makes explicit.

Keywords: Cora Diamond, John Dewey, J. M. Coetzee, perfectionism, pragma-
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Introduction

This article pursues a line of thought on the prospects of an expressive
conception of moral rationality by exploring some lines of compatibility
between two distinct moral sensibilities and their respective epistemologi-
cal outlooks.1 These sensibilities I propose to define as “pragmatist” and
“perfectionist” in view of their direct connection with the philosophical
traditions that bear these labels. Their theoretical differences notwith-
standing, these traditions have each in its own way provided a compelling

1 The theoretical background of this project has been laid out in Frega 2009. My use of
the terms “expression” and “expressivism” has no link with contemporary theories of
expressivism within the analytical tradition in philosophy. My understanding of the notion
of expression has some similarities with the German tradition stemming from G. Herder and
G. W. F. Hegel. For a contemporary philosophical analysis of expressivism along these lines,
see Taylor 1989.
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critique of the standard account of moral reasoning, each developing an
original understanding of the place reasoning should be assigned within
moral experience. In this article, my aim is to compare the different
solutions that pragmatism and perfectionism have provided for this long-
lasting question. Consistent with the methodological assumptions these
two traditions share, this question will not be addressed by engaging in
metaethical theory. Instead, the article proceeds by showing how the two
traditions approach and discuss a specific moral problem. I do this by
contrasting and comparing two competing readings of a masterwork of
moral literature of the past few decades: J. M. Coetzee’s novel The Lives
of Animals. The two competing readings I engage with are the well-known
commentary on Coetzee’s novel by Cora Diamond and an imaginary
reading of the same novel that is inspired by a pragmatist, Deweyan
understanding of moral experience. By this comparison I wish to press a
perfectionist understanding of problematic experience—epitomized by
Diamond’s masterful commentary—into confrontation with a pragmatist
account of the same moral phenomenon that Diamond brings to light. I
then use this reading as the starting point for drawing some more general
remarks about the pragmatist and the perfectionist understanding of
moral experience and of the place that rationality should play within it,
here depicted according to an ideal-typical fashion.

By this confrontation, I intend to align with a dialogue begun more
than a century ago, showing in particular that integrating both perspec-
tives within a common moral epistemology will provide new insights
into our understanding of moral experience.2 My main reason for pro-
posing this imagined dialogue between Cora Diamond and John Dewey
reading Coetzee’s novel is that they have provided two distinct, appar-
ently incommensurable, and yet strongly complementary and signifi-
cantly overlapping approaches to the place of moral reasoning in moral
experience. The comparison is therefore intended to provide ideal-typical
exemplifications of a perfectionist and of a pragmatist approach to this
topic. By bringing them into contrast I intend to make explicit the philo-
sophical complementarity of these approaches, as well as the mutual
interdependence between the moral sensibilities of pragmatism and
perfectionism.

In this article, therefore, pragmatism and perfectionism stand for two
paradigmatic models of moral reasoning, inspired by the philosophical
traditions bearing these names, but significantly emancipated by historical
concern. As some scholars may rightly raise worries about the historical
accuracy of my account, I anticipate that my aim is not textual fidelity but

2 For another reading of a conceptual convergence of pragmatism and perfectionism as
moral conceptions, see Taylor 2004. See also Saito (2005), who successfully goes beyond the
strictures of the Cavell-Dewey controversy in showing significant points of convergence
between these two philosophical traditions.
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rather theoretical perspicuity.3 Indeed, through this contrast I aim at
distilling two basic moral attitudes and to argue for their mutual interde-
pendence. This, in turn, may shed some light on the historical relation-
ships between the philosophical traditions of pragmatism and
perfectionism, along lines that advocate a rapprochement between two
moral sensibilities. I will argue that these approaches have much to learn
by discovering areas of common ground that are generally neglected.

My interest will center specifically on the epistemological presupposi-
tions of these two apparently opposed moral sensibilities, that is to say, on
the role each of them assigns to rationality within moral life. On the one
hand, under the label of pragmatism I want to emphasize something quite
different from the usual understanding of pragmatism as a consequence-
based doctrine. I will instead suggest reading within pragmatism an ori-
entation to challenge and overcome the limits of our tentative and fragile
agreement in the face of apparently irreducible forms of misunderstanding
and disagreement. Within pragmatism, this moral sensibility is inscribed
within a larger fallibilistic and experimental “epistemology of uncer-
tainty,” which in turn gives rise to the traditional “melioristic” tone of
pragmatist moral thinking. Indeed, the melioristic attitude, common to all
pragmatists and particularly visible in James’s and Dewey’s works, epito-
mizes this moral sensibility and its epistemological companion, which is
the experimental and fallibilistic willingness never to stop the search for
common ground, even in those situations where, in Diamond’s phrase,
the difficulties of reality seem to leave no hope to overcome the
Wittgensteinian turning of the spade (see, e.g., Pappas 2008 and Marchetti
2013).

On the other hand, I will be concerned with the mirror image of the
temptation of skepticism that runs through a certain interpretation of
perfectionism—here epitomized by Diamond’s reading of Coetzee but
seminally announced in Stanley Cavell’s reappraisal of the perfectionist
tradition. As in the case of pragmatism, the perfectionist ideal type I will
craft combines as well a moral sensibility with an epistemological attitude:
the fragility of our relationships to the world and to other human beings
are considered here to be inseparable—and somehow produced by—the
limits of language and rationality and the overwhelming predominance of
skepticism as an irreducible feature of human experience.4

3 Readers interested in the historical question of the relationship between pragmatism
and perfectionism may consult Saito 2005, Goodman 1990, and the papers published in the
special issue of the European Journal of Pragmatism and American Philosophy 3, no. 2 (2010),
devoted to this theme.

4 On the position of Cora Diamond within the perfectionist tradition see Kovalainen
2010. The reading of Diamond as a perfectionist philosopher relies on Cavell’s conception of
perfectionism and is consistent with his reconstruction of the American tradition in philoso-
phy since Ralph Waldo Emerson. See in particular Cavell 1990.
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This sketch summary is useful for both contrasting and comparing these
traditions at the level of their respective points of strength as well as of their
acknowledged weaknesses. On the one hand, perfectionists have sometime
retorted to pragmatists that their melioristic sensibility exposes the moral
agent to the risk of underestimating the extent to which her search for
agreement and understanding is unavoidably exposed to the risk of failure,
which no positive form of inquiry can help to avoid. On the other hand, the
pragmatist would retort that the perfectionist moral sensibility exposes the
moral agent to the risk of self-indulgence and of a quiescent renunciation of
the moral quest for understanding and agreement.5 Yet if we look beyond
superficial accusations of this kind, we can see these apparently opposed
attitudes share a common understanding of the task of moral inquiry,
which both consider as being aimed toward the exploration of the limits of
moral ordinary experience. Both traditions join forces also in considering
traditional moral theory as one of the main obstacles philosophy should
overcome to reach a fresh understanding of the moral self and the moral
situation.6 In that perspective, pragmatism and perfectionism are allied in
their critique of intellectualism. Against standard moral philosophy, prag-
matism and perfectionism claim, then, each in its own distinct philosophical
jargon, that these two menaces—epistemic failure and moral self-
indulgence—are not mere theoretical puzzles that philosophy will have to
solve through argument but are facts of moral experience which agents
encounter in their ordinary life and for which they may need moral guid-
ance. Indeed, both the pragmatist and the perfectionist sensibilities insist on
considering these as real threats by which every moral agent is confronted
in the course of his experience. This is also one of the lessons that Coetzee’s
novel intends to teach us.

Building on this general hypothesis, the article proceeds as follows. The
first section introduces and discusses Diamond’s idea of the “difficulty of
reality” as an account of a particular dimension of moral experience to
which perfectionist thinkers urge us to pay attention. It then shows how

5 This conception of perfectionism as advocating an opposition of thought to judgment
is notably common to a contemporary line of philosophers including Stanley Cavell, Cora
Diamond, and Alice Crary. It is greatly influenced by Ludwig Wittgenstein and is notori-
ously critical of all those moral traditions that emphasize rules and norms as privileged
objects of moral theory and that rely on argumentative, rationalistic, and formal modes of
thought. The most representative works of this tradition appear in my References section.
However, this critical stance toward hyperrational conceptions of the role of reason within
moral experience is not limited to perfectionism. Diamond’s perfectionist moral philosophy
is exposed in Diamond 1998 and Diamond 2006. See for a commentary Laugier 2009.
Pragmatism has notably fashioned a conception of rationality rivaling perfectionism in
challenging rationalistic ethics. I explore this theme in greater detail in Frega 2009. On this
aspect, see the articles contained in the European Journal of Pragmatism and American
Philosophy 3, no. 2 (2010); see in particular Di Brisco 2010.

6 By “traditional moral theory” both traditions refer explicitly to Kantianism, and more
broadly to the Kantian-inspired dominance of deontology-based conceptions of moral life.
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this account presupposes a critique of moral rationality and how this
exposes Diamond’s account to the risk of self-indulgence highlighted
above. In section 2, Diamond’s interpretation is called into question and
some objections are raised by contrasting it with a competing pragmatist
reading of the same novel. Section 3 provides the rationale for the alter-
native pragmatist interpretation of Coetzee’s novel and discusses at some
length the notion of “expressive inquiry” on which this reading is built.
Section 4 draws the main philosophical conclusions of the expressive
account and advances the idea of an expressive form of rationality as a
possible point of convergence between the pragmatist and the perfection-
ist moral sensibilities as they have emerged through the analysis of
Coetzee’s Lives of Animals.

1. The Quest for Intelligibility as a “Difficulty of Reality”

In a now famous essay devoted partially to the examination of J. M.
Coetzee’s novel The Lives of Animals, Cora Diamond introduces the
expression “difficulty of reality.” What Diamond calls a “difficulty of
reality,” opposing it to the “difficulties of philosophy” (as if to emphasize
moral philosophy’s own alienation from reality), denotes “experiences in
which we take something in reality to be resistant to our thinking it, or
possibly to be painful in its inexplicability, difficult in that way, or perhaps
awesome and astonishing in its inexplicability” (Diamond 2006, 99). The
distinction between these two forms of difficulty (the difficulty of reality
and the difficulty of philosophers) finds a nearly identical counterpart in
John Dewey’s distinction between the “problems of men” and the “prob-
lems of philosophers.”7 In both cases, the emphasis is on the supposed
irreconcilability of moral problems as they are experienced in life and
moral problem as they are perceived and discussed by philosophers. As
Diamond remarks, a difficulty of reality is something quite different from
a moral puzzle. It does not challenge the agent merely at the ratiocinative
or cognitive level. Nor does the difficulty of reality emerge in the instru-
mental relation of the individual to her environment (the problematic
situation), so that the sought-for outcome of moral reflection cannot be
formulated merely in terms of a decision concerning how to act.

The difficulty of reality as Diamond conceives of it defies, therefore,
standard philosophical approaches to moral experience. The distinctive
trait of this kind of difficulty lies in the fact that its experience produces in
the agent a sense of exclusion from the human community: the difficulty of
reality is the awareness of not living in the same world in which our fellow
human beings live, the perception of an irreducible distance from the
majority of the human beings who fail to perceive this same difficulty. In

7 The most complete exposition of Dewey’s ethics is to be found in Dewey and Tufts
1932. See Hildebrand 2011 and Pappas 2008 for commentaries.
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pragmatist terms, the troubling quality identifying the problematic situa-
tion is therefore double: it concerns the relationship of the agent to his
environment (he perceives that there is a problem, that something has
become intolerable in his life), but it also concerns the intersubjective
relationship that connects him to his fellows (his description of the world
is in deep disagreement with that of his fellows, and the ground of shared
judgments and experience that is needed to partake in the same form of
life—Wittgenstein’s agreement in judgment—is lost).

According to this view, Diamond interprets Coetzee’s novel as the
description of a specific kind of human experience: “I want to describe
Coetzee’s lectures, then, as presenting a kind of woundedness or
hauntedness, a terrible rawness of nerves” (Diamond 2006, 100). She then
stresses the contrast between her reading of the novel and other philosophi-
cal interpretations that read Coetzee’s novel as providing philosophical
arguments for or against given moral conceptions. Diamond’s claim is that
these readings, by overintellectualizing the meaning of the novel, fail totally
to perceive what according to Diamond is, on the contrary, the central
theme of the novel. Diamond’s move interests me here because behind the
force and vividness of her interpretation what is at stake is a powerful
critique of a mainstream understanding of the relation between moral
reasoning and moral experience. The reading of Coetzee’s novel is therefore
the starting point for a more general critique of moral reasoning and of a
reflection on the place of reason within human affairs, starting from a
reflection on what I have termed a perfectionist sensibility.

Coetzee’s novel describes a fragment in the life of a writer, Elizabeth
Costello. The topic of the novel—as well of the lectures that the main
character is going to deliver—is the relationship between man and
animals. Coetzee’s text—itself delivered as a series of lectures—is followed
by responses from critics published as appendices to the novel. In her
reading, Diamond engages with Coetzee as well as with the critics’
responses, and we must be very attentive to how she wrestles alternately
with Coetzee’s fictional personae and with the real philosophers and sci-
entists who have reacted to Coetzee’s novel. Diamond’s reading is set
explicitly in contrast with that which she perceives as a general philosophi-
cal tone of misunderstanding of moral experience. She considers most of
the philosophical voices involved in the “Coetzee affair”—the fictional as
well as the real ones—as being representative of the kind of mistakes that
perfectionism imputes to standard moral philosophy and to its dominant
conceptions of the place of reason within moral experience. Rejecting the
idea (implicitly assumed by several of Coetzee’s real commentators and
attributed by Coetzee himself to some of the fictional characters of the
novel) that the aim of Coetzee’s novel is to propose some philosophical
arguments in defense of animal rights, Diamond proposes to see the text
as trying rather to articulate a specific kind of moral experience, trying to
give voice to a distinctive moral sensibility. According to Diamond, then,
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Coetzee’s text does not aim at offering philosophical arguments for or
against a theoretical position, nor is it attempting to reconstruct and to
describe a situation of moral disagreement where agents exchange and
defend moral arguments. Rather, she reads Coetzee’s text as aiming to
make visible a difficulty of reality as an agent experiences it (Diamond
2006, 98–100). In this strategic shift we acknowledge the first move in the
perfectionist critique of hyperintellectual conceptions of moral experience.

According to Diamond the kind of moral thought in which Coetzee is
engaged is not directly argumentative. His goal is not to draw valid
inferences from accepted premises or to apply moral concepts correctly;
rather, his goal is to help the reader to perceive a dimension of experience
that would otherwise remain opaque and inaccessible to philosophical
reason. It is the experience of a woman “haunted by the horror of what we
do to animals” and “wounded by this knowledge, this horror, and by the
knowledge of how unhaunted others are” (Diamond 2006, 98). Critics and
philosophers—both as characters in the novel and as critics responding to
Coetzee—are equally seen as “deflecting” (Diamond 2006, 104) from the
problems of life to the problems of philosophy, and this is precisely the
move that perfectionism intends to resist. Following Diamond, we are led
to see Coetzee’s text as putting onstage the inadequacy of moral philoso-
phy in dealing with moral problems, as well as a precise implication of this
inadequacy, which is the reduction of moral experience to moral argu-
ments. Diamond remarks that “Elizabeth Costello says that she doesn’t
want to be taken to be joining in the tradition of argumentation” and that
“she does not engage with others in argument, in the sense in which
philosophers do. Her responses to arguments from others move out from
the kind of engagement in argument that might have been expected”
(2006, 101).

In the course of the novel, this rejection of philosophy leads Coetzee to
a celebration of literature and poetry as better guides in moral experience,
and I examine the consequences of this anti-intellectual position below.
More generally, the question then raised by the text, according to
Diamond’s reading, is that of the inadequacy of reason to understand and
face the complexities of moral experience, and the ensuing consequence
that this task should be faced through other resources. This anti-
intellectual stance is embodied by several literary figurae. One of Coetzee’s
characters says, “Yet, although I see that the best way to win acceptance
from this learned gathering would be for me to join myself, like a tributary
stream running into a great river, to the great Western discourse of man
versus beast, of reason versus unreason, something in me resists, foresee-
ing in that step the concession of the entire battle” (Coetzee 1999, 25).
Similarly, in his philosophical commentary on Coetzee’s text that is part of
the edited volume, Peter Singer lets his own character say: “Too much
reasoning, not enough feeling. That’s a horrible thought” (Singer in
Coetzee 1999, 88). This reality that resists the work of reason, this reality
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that is a difficulty, is nothing more, then, than the reality of experience.
This problem of reality is deeply intensified when experience is
approached through the reductionist strategies of philosophical reason. It
involves the reduction of experience to the language that expresses it, of
rationality to argumentation, of moral inquiry to moral justification, of
the plurality of linguistic acts to assertions (see the introduction in Mulhall
2009). The rejection of such reductionism is a central feature of what I
have called a perfectionist moral sensibility.

Diamond’s reading shows that through this text Coetzee is not merely
engaging in moral reflection, he is also setting the scene for a decisive
epistemological problem that can be summed up in the following question:
once the “difficulties of reality” have been acknowledged, and once the
inadequacy of standard conceptions of rationality in dealing with them
becomes evident, what are the resources that philosophy—and moral
agents with it—can mobilize in order to deal with these difficulties that
perfectionism brings to the fore? To answer this question, Coetzee’s text
displays a strategy in two steps. This strategy expresses a typical anti-
intellectual reaction that, I will argue, is only partially acceptable. First, he
shows the shortcomings of a rationalistic account of moral experience.
Second, from this inadequacy he draws the conclusion that in order to deal
with moral problems we should drop rationality altogether and resort to
other, nonintellectual resources. Rationality becomes—under the specific
guise of a given conception—the object of a legitimate suspicion (legiti-
mate, it should be added, only insofar as that specific conception is con-
cerned): “Reason looks to me suspiciously like the being of human thought;
worse than that, like the being of one tendency in human thought. Reason
is the being of a certain spectrum of human thinking” (Coetzee 1999, 23).
But at the same time, this defiance grows into a desire to give up reason (not
merely its reductionist understanding but reason overall) in order to replace
it with another faculty, considered to be more suited to dealing with moral
problems: “To thinking, cogitation, I oppose fullness, embodiedness, the
sensation of being—not a consciousness of yourself as a kind of ghostly
reasoning machine thinking thoughts, but on the contrary the sensation—a
heavily affective sensation—of being a body with limbs that have extension
in space, of being alive to the world” (Coetzee 1999, 33).

The anti-intellectual solution advocated by Coetzee’s characters and, at
least in part, endorsed by Diamond, sheds light on some problematic
epistemological assumptions that often accompany perfectionist
approaches. Indeed, in her commentary Diamond acquiesces to Coetzee’s
critique, never explicitly distancing herself from his rejection of philosophi-
cal rationality. This move is reminiscent of Cavell (1979, 496) asking
himself whether philosophy would be ready to receive reality from the
hands of poetry; as if the blindness to moral experience displayed by
reductive accounts of rationality could not be overcome through another,
different, conception of our intellectual capacities but could only be
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overcome by renouncing reason itself. This, as I intend to show, introduces
a conceptual tension between the perfectionist moral sensibility and its
epistemology that perfectionism itself seems unable to overcome. And this
is the point where, so I will argue, an examination of how pragmatism and
perfectionism articulate moral sensibility to epistemology in order to solve
a similar problem may be of some help.

2. A Difficulty Within Difficulty

Through the opposition between two alternative accounts of moral
experience—one centered around the image of a wounded woman articu-
lating her complex, contradictory, and irreducible position and another
describing the same situation as a philosophical dispute over arguments
(Diamond 2006, 100–101)—Diamond wonderfully exposes the limits of
the different variants of reductionism through which philosophers (both
the literary characters depicted by Coetzee and, somehow ironically, the
real commentators replying to his text) try to grasp moral experience.
While powerfully deploying the negative dimension of a critique of moral
rationalism, however, Diamond’s reading of Coetzee’s novel never faces
the question of what—if any—alternative conceptions of rationality could
be devised in order to support human agents in facing, understanding, and
possibly overcoming the difficulties they encounter in their experience.
Nor does she seem to be willing to resist Coetzee’s antipathy toward
philosophical—and more generally human—rationality.

To prove that the preservation of the moral intuitions highlighted by
perfectionism does not require us to abandon rationality, judgment, and
inquiry altogether but requires us simply to reject flawed conceptions of
rationality that are, however, well present in moral philosophy and to adopt
a more suitable moral epistemology, I will now turn to a different reading
of Coetzee’s novel that draws on the epistemological resources of an
expressive pragmatist conception of moral inquiry. This reading will show
that rationality can be brought back to experience as the natural, ordinary
way of addressing these “difficulties of reality” that characterize experience
itself. To do so I will have to alter slightly the meaning of “difficulty of
reality,” articulating it in terms of a more publicly accessible meaning,
steering this notion, so to speak, toward Dewey’s notion of “problems of
men.” This move serves to bring this notion back from the private or
personal dimension to the intersubjective dimension where moral experi-
ence is constantly fashioned and refashioned. This alteration is a decisive
move in my strategy of bringing closer the pragmatist and the perfectionist
moral sensibilities, as both these traditions may be seen as essentially
concerned with the problematic nature of our experience of reality.

To provide an account of the “difficulties of reality” more consistent
with a pragmatist moral sensibility, I will start by examining the commen-
taries on Coetzee’s text provided by Barbara Smuts. I remark in passing—
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but this is far from being irrelevant—that these commentaries are
completely ignored by Diamond in her treatment of Coetzee’s text.8 This
neglect should be no surprise, as the commentaries express a rational—
although not rationalistic—approach to the “difficulties of reality,” an
approach that nonetheless does not suffer from the flaws of the rational
reductionism rightly denounced by Coetzee and Diamond. Being a
primatologist, Smuts is in a peculiar position with respect to the world of
animal life that constitutes the heart of the novel. On the one hand she is
of course a scientist, and in that guise she incarnates the kind of reason
Coetzee intends to reject. But on the other hand Smuts is a naturalist,
whose experience of animals has been shaped not by cold laboratory life
but by years of personal and profound real-life encounters with animals.
Smuts therefore incarnates the model of an embodied rationality, of a
reason which is constantly in the service of experience, and which is a
central medium—and not a barrier—for her encounters with animals.
This experiential and experimental basis explains why the remarks offered
by Smuts, while being sympathetic with Coetzee’s understanding of the
human-animal relation, nevertheless resist his critique of rationality. They
indicate how the perfectionist quest for intelligibility can be pursued
without having to renounce reason.

Smuts begins her comments by noticing that although Coetzee’s text is
devoted to the question of the relationships of humans to animals, no real
encounter between animals and humans is ever evoked (Smuts in Coetzee
1999, 107). She implicitly reminds us that in one sense the difficulty of
reality is that reality remains always at a distance, outside our grasp.
Therefore, Smuts argues that in order to dispel some of these difficulties of
reality we need to come closer to that reality, for example by evoking some
of these real encounters with animals in detail. She then describes a world
of interactions between humans and baboons that is consistent with the
“animalist” position that is defended by Coetzee’s Elizabeth Costello and
that is formulated, as Costello urges, “speaking from the heart.” This
discourse from the heart, we will immediately discover, is a discourse
about a personal experience, shaped, however, also through experimental
fieldwork. With Smuts, therefore, we enter into a different moral sensibil-
ity: it is through a constant reference to the public experience of the
encounters with animals that Smuts takes the reader through the difficul-
ties highlighted by Costello, while at the same time providing the reader
with a framework of intelligibility that is publicly accessible, and
articulable through language.

In order to shed light on the difficulties of the interactions between man
and animals, Smuts relies on the rational resources of scientific inquiry,

8 Diamond dismisses Smuts’s contribution, saying that “Barbara Smuts, a primatologist,
describes the Coetzee lectures as a text containing a ‘discourse on animal rights’” (Diamond
2006, 101).
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such as observation, description, and the formulation of hypotheses in the
explanation of animals’ behavior and in accounting for the mutual inter-
actions that take place between humans and animals. Out of these
accounts the baboons emerge as agents fully endowed with intentionality,
engaging the human agent in a plurality of interactions, connecting with
her in complex webs of intentionality. What appears through this account
are the contours of a shared world of human and nonhuman agents, where
identities and differences are no longer inexplicable mysteries but the
outcome of constantly negotiated interactions. “After many months of
immersion in their society I stopped thinking so much about what to do
and instead simply surrendered to instinct, not as mindless, reflexive
action, but rather as action rooted in an ancient primate legacy of embod-
ied knowledge” (Smuts in Coetzee 1999, 110).

In articulating the world of human-animal interaction, Smuts does not
fall short of words or collapse into incommunicability but rather goes
back to lived experience in order to make these interactions meaningful. In
so doing, she manages to make her lived experience answerable and acces-
sible. In resorting to scientific rationality, she never loses grip of the
ground of her lived experience of what it means to interact with animals.
She describes perceptively what it means to feel the disorienting strange-
ness produced by the sense of closeness that unites us to them, making us
feel them to be nonhuman persons, but persons nonetheless. At the same
time, this lived experience is always couched in terms of observable and
describable events and hypotheses. In this way, Smuts succeeds in attain-
ing the intelligibility of the other that is at the heart of the perfectionist
quest, although from a path that is reason-based through and through.
Speaking of her experience of encounters with animals, she remarks that
she has “discovered what Elizabeth Costello means when she says that to
be an animal is to ‘be full of being,’ full of ‘joy’” (Smuts in Coetzee, 110).
She then concludes her commentary, remarking that access to this form of
understanding “has less to do with the poetic imagination and more to do
with real-life encounters with other animals” (Smuts in Coetzee 1999,
120).

The philosophical implication of this remark for the role of rationality
in the perfectionist quest for intelligibility is clear and momentous. I see in
Coetzee’s position an anti-intellectualism that should be countered and
resisted, and I see in Smuts’s description of the entanglement of rationality
and experience a proper way for resisting anti-intellectualism that is fully
compatible with the perfectionist quest. In contrast to this account,
Diamond’s reading of the novel appears to dwell excessively on literary
ambiguity, accepting Costello’s inarticulacy as an ineliminable (and
somehow positive) trait of moral experience, refusing to keep this menac-
ing anti-intellectualism at a distance. In so doing, Diamond exposes
herself to the risks of falling back on a symmetrical reductionist fallacy,
which consists in reacting to the pitfalls of standard accounts of rationality
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by simply reducing the “difficulties of reality” to the difficulties of access-
ing interiority; to the impossibility of expressing a personal experience that
would therefore forever evade efforts at articulation through the expres-
sive forms of human thinking. This is, indeed, a risk to which Coetzee
exposes his main character, and a risk against which Smuts’s text force-
fully reacts. Smuts’s commentary, in fact, shows that reliance on reason
does not require the endorsement of one or another of the reductivist
strategies aptly criticized by Coetzee. Reason, Smuts contends, does not
turn us away from but rather brings us nearer to the understanding of
others (animals included).

Smuts’s commentary adumbrates, then, an alternative reading of the
moral experience depicted by Coetzee, one that avoids contrasting reason
and experience thanks to an understanding of rationality as being embod-
ied within experience.9 As I stated above, perfectionism is inseparable
from an aspiration to explore the limits of what can be said and, as such,
resists any effort at articulation. Articulation has, however, an ambiguous
status. On the one hand, it can be seen as a strategy of conceptual mastery
and, to a certain extent, of “rationalization.” On the other hand, however,
perfectionism takes very seriously this unending articulative struggle
toward the limits of what can be said, probably overemphasizing the role
of linguistic experience, as the direct and lived experience of the
primatologist Smuts seems to indicate. Although this may come as a
surprise, I want to show that pragmatism displays a similar concern with
articulation, that it places it at the heart of its understanding of rationality.
This common denominator provides the bridge that, via Smuts’s commen-
tary, brings us to the pragmatist interpretation of the nature of the “dif-
ficulties of reality” and of how rationality can help us deal with them.

3. Expressive Rationality

To provide a broader philosophical account of this alternative reading of
the “difficulty of reality,” in this section I introduce the notion of an
expressive conception of rationality, which is part of a wider pragmatist
epistemology.10 This notion enables me to provide an answer to Coetzee’s
anti-intellectual stance as well as to Diamond’s acquiescence to the skep-
tical theme dominating The Lives of Animals that does not contradict the
moral sensibility Coetzee and Diamond emphasize.11 According to the

9 For a reading of rationality as embodied within experience consistent with the prag-
matist tradition, see Johnson 2006.

10 I outline in detail the idea of a “wide view” of rationality in Frega 2010.
11 The first three paragraphs of this section summarize an argument that I have fully

developed in Frega 2010, where I provide a fuller account of the main epistemological traits
of the expressivist conception of rationality as inquiry. The sources of this conception of
rationality are to be found in Dewey’s theory of rationality in relation to the notion of
qualitative experience. See notably Dewey 1930 and Dewey 1938, chap. 4.
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idea of expressive rationality, the ability to enact articulative and
transformative forms of reasoning is an essential ingredient of moral
sensibility. Differently put, rationality is incarnated and entangled with
our affective and imaginative capacities.12 Rationality is articulative
because it does not work ex post facto on already given conceptual con-
tents and experiences. According to this expressive view, rationality
denotes the movement through which a qualitatively undetermined
experience becomes conceptually articulated. The transformative and
articulative steps that characterize rationality as an expressive undertak-
ing are not merely existential or psychological events: they are distinctive
phases of a spatiotemporally extended process of inquiry through which
agents attempt to make sense of their moral experience. Articulation
denotes a process through which something that is indeterminate becomes
determinate, while transformation denotes an active form of relationship
of thinking to experience.

According to this conception of rationality as expressive inquiry, to
articulate the experience of a situation and to transform a problematic
situation into a settled one are two necessary, distinct, and yet deeply
correlated dimensions. The articulative dimension of reasoning derives
from the fact that the problematic situation faced by the agent-inquirer is
not available to thought in the form of something that is already concep-
tually articulated. The first cognitive grasp of a situation is therefore an
unarticulated experience that comes to us as a confused sensation. The
articulative process has a double focus: the situation as the environing
context and the self as the moral agent engaged in the situation. It is
important to emphasize that this passage from an initially felt situation to
the grasp of the qualitatively determined traits that articulate it, making it
intelligible, belong to moral reasoning. Nonetheless, it is a form of moral
reasoning that is not based either on norm application or on formal
connections between conceptual contents that are already given.13 Hence
the pragmatist conception of rationality as expressive inquiry offers a

12 See, for example, Dewey 1930. On pragmatism and imagination see Alexander 1990.
13 This is another striking point of convergence between pragmatist and perfectionist

epistemologies. Indeed, both these traditions criticize any attempt at reducing reasoning to
any form of norm application. To this extent, Brandom’s inferentialist critique of “regulism”
and “regularism” (Brandom 1994, chap. 1) can be seen as an end point where pragmatist and
Wittgensteinian epistemologies converge. Similarly, the critique of the so-called myth of the
given should be seen as another shared epistemological assumption. Pragmatism and per-
fectionism diverge, however, in their explanation of how to interpret the idea that experience
is always conceptually articulated. More precisely, the divergence concerns the long-standing
and controversial issue of the relation of language to experience, an issue on which pragma-
tists are themselves divided along a line claiming the priority of experience over language and
a line reclaiming the priority of language over experience. For an insightful analysis of this
theme, see Bernstein 2010, chap. 6. I thank Sarin Marchetti for having pointed out this aspect
to me.
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broader conception of rationality that does not fall under the perfectionist
critique of rationalistic reductionism.

Underpinning this conception we find the twin ideas of an epistemic
priority of experience over thought and of the priority of situations over
objects.14 The consequence of these two conceptual positions is that
moral rationality is seen as a reflective process whose object or content
is not a determined moral problem but rather an unanalyzed complex—
experience, self, or situation—which is only given through a not yet
analyzed apprehension—feeling, perception, or even judgment—and
which becomes the object of a progressive determination. In Dewey’s
words, “All thought in every subject begins with just such an unanalyzed
whole. . . . The problem is had or experienced before it can be stated or set
forth; but it is had as an immediate quality of the whole situation” (1930,
249). With reference to the moral domain, the existential transformation
operated by judgment intervenes at two levels. First, at the level of the
problematic moral situation through a decision concerning actions to
undertake and things to say. Second, at the level of the agent’s identity, as
a retroactive modification of her system of beliefs and habits. At the first
level, judgment as the outcome of inquiry is the formulation of a hypo-
thetical course of action aimed at resolving the doubt that has prompted
inquiry and at restoring viable conditions for agency. This happens, for
example, when a moral disagreement is overcome through identification
of a shared course of action, or when the agent becomes aware of some
faults in her moral beliefs and revises them. At the second level, inquiry
produces an adjustment in the agent’s way of answering to the world’s
challenges. This happens, for example, when an agent rearticulates her
own understanding of a situation or of her own attitudes.

In the agent’s articulation of an indeterminate situation and of her own
normative attitudes toward it, her moral reasoning is not primarily aimed
at settling disputed matters of fact or at justifying the moral assumptions
she considers to be true (the hyperrationalistic account of moral reasoning
so often found in moral philosophy and rightly criticized by Diamond).
Rather, it is oriented toward the construction of her position through a
multiple reference system: to her self-understanding (the constitution of
the self through its own articulation), to the perceived consequences
related to her normative assumptions (the constitution of the self through
interaction with the environment), and to the normative construction of
shared agreement (the constitution of the self through intercourse with
others). Rationality as expressive inquiry includes also the reflective

14 See footnote 13 for a clarification of the controversial question of the relationship
between experience and language. As should be clear by now, my position is in favor of
reclaiming the philosophical importance of the notion of experience in a theoretical setting
that is postlinguistic, meaning shaped by the “linguistic turn” but oriented toward a revision
of the epistemological implications of the priority of language.
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moments through which the agent revises her own position (beliefs,
habits, behavior) according to the feedback of her previous interactions
with the social and natural environment. It includes also those aspects of
perceptive competence on which successful interpretations of problematic
situations depend. In this sense, perception and argumentation are not
opposed along the lines of a supposed separation between the senses and
reason.

Because it encompasses a much broader understanding of the place and
nature of reason within human experience, expressive inquiry can fruit-
fully account for the forms of reflexive and social interactions depicted in
Coetzee’s novel and brought by perfectionism to the heart of moral experi-
ence. Rationality is a central guiding principle in the deployment of the
human self, and the idea of expressive inquiry captures some of the essen-
tial elements of this idea of the self as moral agent. Expressive inquiry as
enacted by a reflective self thus provides an image of moral reason that is
quite distant from the conceptions criticized by perfectionism. The differ-
ent kind of intellectual undertakings that expressive pragmatism includes
in its conception of rationality is evidence of a broad conception of what
it means for a moral agent to act according to reason within moral
situations.

From this perspective, it should be noticed that rejecting the image of
moral rationality as judgment-making or hyperrational exchange of argu-
ments (Crary 2007a) does not leave agents without rational resources, at
the mercy of imagination or sentiments. Perfectionists would probably not
deny this. Yet their rejection of explicitly epistemic categories and their
insistence on the limits and inadequacy of our intellectual powers leaves
room for a great ambiguity that remains philosophically troubling.
Expressive pragmatism shows that relying on more explicit epistemologi-
cal articulation does not force us into those difficulties of philosophy
feared by Diamond. Indeed, by their overall rejection of the epistemologi-
cal discourse, perfectionists threaten to reduce moral experience to the
“affections of the heart” (Mulhall 2009, 4). Contrary to this, pragmatists
believe that between the cold deductive rationality of standard moral
theory and the affection of the heart there lies all the vast, rational terri-
tory of the expressive forms of inquiry. This of course is a form of prag-
matism that has been duly tempered by a century-long conversation with
perfectionism, a pragmatism that is deeply aware of the immense debt
thinkers like Dewey and James owed to Emerson.15 It is therefore in this
sense of a “reformed” pragmatism that the appeal to expressive inquiry
can succeed in dealing with the “difficulties of reality,” without having to
step outside reason into the domains of imagination and sentiment. This is
the moral challenge that an expressive pragmatism wishes to take on.

15 For a clear statement of Emerson’s influence on pragmatism with reference to aesthet-
ics, see Shusterman 1999.
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4. Back to the Difficulties of Reality: The Pragmatist Take

In this section I offer a reading of Coetzee’s novel based on this model of
expressive rationality to show how the perfectionist insights may be pre-
served while reclaiming an explicit place for rationality within moral
experience. The disoriented and disorienting experience of Elizabeth
Costello—Coetzee’s fictional character—can thus become the object of a
description different from that offered by Coetzee and commented upon
by Diamond from a perfectionist perspective. Adopting the model of
expressive inquiry introduced in the previous section, we can see Costello’s
ambiguous, partially contradictory experience as corresponding to that
which pragmatism conceives as the initial and unarticulated phase of
inquiry. According to this view, in fact, inquiry does not start with given
and established beliefs to be tested or with concepts to apply, it starts with
the unarticulated and confused perception, within a problematic situation,
of a quality which the agent feels as troubling but which he is unable to
articulate more clearly. This quality, in the case of Costello, is that of a
powerful sympathy she feels for animals, which fosters a profound soli-
darity which she perceives as forceful but which she cannot yet articulate
or probably fully accept. She says notably that she is a vegetarian but not
for principled reasons, that she avoids eating meat in order to “save her
soul” while at the same time rejecting any religious ground for her vision,
and she compares animal slaughter to the Holocaust but acknowledges
that this comparison is surely inadequate.

In the articulation of these positions, Costello displays a distance from
other fellow human beings in understanding human-animal relationships.
This difference affects at one and the same time her beliefs, imagination,
sensibility, and habits. Accordingly, it is not easily reducible to any of
these factors: it concerns neither merely the truth-value of given beliefs,
nor the limits of imagination, nor a blindness of sentiment, nor the per-
missibility of given behaviors (a point missed by several of Coetzee’s
commentators). In the initial perception of the problematic situation,16 all
these aspects are inevitably fused together, and to undertake an expressive
inquiry means precisely to accept this underdetermination, the painful
difficulty of a progressive and fallible articulation of the whole of experi-
ence in its constitutive parts. In order to articulate his experience, there-
fore, the agent should avoid reducing it to one or the other of its
constitutive factors (reasons, images, sensations, affects, duties). He
should rather try to struggle with the confused complexity of this totality.

In moral experience, then, articulation is the first step in the search for
understanding. Yet for the pragmatist this faithfulness to the wholeness of
experience and to the fact of inarticulacy does not lead to a justification for
inarticulacy itself. Indeed, inarticulacy is the first and not the last word of

16 I take the expression of “problematic situation” to be the pragmatist proxy for “dif-
ficulty of reality.”
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moral experience, something that must be listened to, but in order to
be—whenever possible—overcome; it is, in fact, a problematic trait of a
still indeterminate situation. Shared experience and understanding are, in
this view, the outcome rather than the input of processes of inquiry: the
felt experiences of separation, inarticulacy, and isolation identify the “felt
quality” that according to pragmatism defines the problematic nature of
the agent’s moral condition and sets him on the path toward the solution:
it is the “difficulty of the reality” as well as the problem to be solved. As a
consequence, the risk of solipsism implicit in any intersubjective situa-
tions, which is masterfully described by Coetzee, can be faced by relying
on expressive inquiry. Inquiry, in fact, enables the agents better to articu-
late the situation in which they are immersed in order to identify the
different aspects that compose it. Among these, Coetzee’s novel reports
ordinary practices of food consumption, common practices in disposing of
material stuff, group values concerning other living creatures, the shared
imagery of a life, and, of course, the lived experience of the agent involved
in the situation.

All these factors are inextricably mixed up in Costello’s narrative of her
own experience. She seems to have given up on disentangling these aspects
and to have lost hope in the possibility of articulating her own experience
to make it intelligible to herself and to others. But, the pragmatist would
urge, if we wish to build a shared world, a world in which any one of us
would be at home, we should not cease to engage in expressive inquiry, we
should never stop articulating our positions and urging other agents to do
so. Only in this way, in fact, can the agent’s self-enclosure be confronted
through a movement that is not of mere representation but of radical
transformation of his habits, beliefs, perceptions, and behaviors.

Historically, this has occurred, for example, in the movements for
animal rights. Mention should be made of the state of uneasiness and
disorientation—the inability to grasp others’ feelings and behaviors, the
sense of an intolerable violence perpetrated against animals, the state of
disagreement so radical as to break social ties—that is at the basis of this
movement and that is emphatically evoked by Coetzee’s novel. Yet the
initially inarticulate experience of closeness to animals felt by this move-
ment’s supporters has been progressively transformed into a new vision of
social life and of interspecies relationships. These personal experiences
have become the starting point from which a minority of people have
begun to challenge dominant beliefs, values, habits, and imaginaries. But
in the mounting of this challenge, this initially felt unifying quality (that of
a closeness to animals so strong as to challenge the loyalty of ties to human
society) had to be articulated progressively into a language able to render
it accessible to others and manageable within the context of the social
bond. We can hardly imagine how such a complex process of transforma-
tion in experience could be accomplished without a heavy reliance on
rationality, conceived in its expressive and articulative embodied texture.
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Considered from the vantage point of this expressive conception of ration-
ality, the appeal to imagination and the refusal to articulate seem, then, to
undermine rather than promote the aims pursued by perfectionism.

Besides the critique of the myth of inarticulacy,17 pragmatist expressive
inquiry adds another element to the description of the moral situation,
which is its intersubjective dimension. According to this expressivist per-
spective, the source of a difficulty in reality cannot be reduced to the
merely individual (one might even say subjective) dimension of the sense
of isolation and incommunicability. Rather, it depends on factors belong-
ing to the whole situation and relating to the extreme dispersion and
variation in the agents’ normative positions; it stems from the ensuing
“disproportion” that an agent might perceive between her own actions,
sensations, thoughts, and those of other agents (Cavell 2007, 293). In
other words, it has an intersubjective and public dimension that needs to
be made explicit. With reference to Coetzee’s text, one finds at least the
following elements of intersubjective disagreement: the differences in
eating practices, the differences in beliefs concerning the legitimacy of
animal exploitation, the differences in imagination concerning the rela-
tionship of the Holocaust to the slaughterhouses, and the tension between
Costello’s vegetarianism and her unwillingness to give up leather clothes.
All these elements generate a plurality of conflicts that in turn give rise to
the extremely problematic situation whose state of difficulty is depicted by
Coetzee: the conflict between Costello and her step-daughter, the conflict
between Costello and her Jewish colleague Stern, the conflict between
Costello and the philosopher O’Heare, the conflict of Costello with
nonvegetarian meat eaters, and finally the conflict of Costello with herself.
Expressive inquiry aims at articulating all these conflicting dimensions
that are implicit in the moral situation described by Coetzee.

In this sense, contrary to a still diffuse prejudice against pragmatism,18

expressive inquiry supports the moral agent in his effort at making himself
intelligible to himself and to others, so long as this lack of intelligibility is
seen as one of the main factors that render intersubjective situations
morally problematic. In contrast with the pragmatist understanding of

17 By articulation I mean here articulacy in terms of giving reasons rather than of
describing a form of life. See Frega 2012, chap. 3.

18 Cavell’s harsh dismissal of pragmatism depends upon an inadequate understanding of
the notion of the problematic situation, that Cavell reduces to “an intellectual puzzle to solve
and from which to push on” (Cavell 2007, 270). By trivializing the notion of problematic
situation Cavell fails to see the existential dimension which is related to the doubt-belief
dialectic. Rather than being reduced to a psychological event, the pragmatist definition of
doubt and inquiry should be conceived at first as providing a grammatical definition of these
terms. Once seen in this way, one cannot fail to acknowledge the distance separating the
pragmatist conception, which sees in practices the privileged place where thinking occurs,
and its Cavellian rendering through the image of “human beings pushing on, getting on,
going along, solving problems (in terms, I take it, dictated by others) as not in a position, or
a place, for thinking, or for what is to be called thinking” (Cavell 2007, 291).
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inquiry, perfectionism appears to be overconcerned with the linguistic
dimension of moral experience and with the sources of the difficulty in
moral experience that derive from the linguistic opacity of agents to
themselves.19 This difficulty, according to perfectionism, calls for a reflex-
ive activity that the agent should undertake upon himself and upon the
categories through which he tries to understand his own experience and
make others understand it. It is for this reason that perfectionism concen-
trates upon the difficulties that are more directly related to linguistic
expression. Yet words fail where the relationship of the agent to his own
experience becomes opaque and the need for clarification overcomes that
for justification.

From the pragmatist perspective, the perfectionist contribution to
moral inquiry consists in having shown that the quest for intelligibility is
a constitutive and necessary step of moral inquiry, occurring alongside
(and prior to) more conventional justificatory moves. It consists, too, in
having shown the limits of standard accounts of rationality in explaining
how to reach this goal. Yet perfectionism risks going too far in its critique
of rationalism, and the perfectionist praise for the quest for intelligibility
risks producing a crack in the institution of reason. Expressive pragma-
tism acknowledges that perfectionism points to a real flaw in standard
conceptions of rationality. Yet for pragmatism this flaw calls for other,
alternative accounts of the place of reason in human experience. Thinking,
in its expressive form, is a powerful tool for fostering mutual intelligibility
and facilitating the articulacy of one’s own moral stances.

In light of this view, one may reinterpret Coetzee’s novel as an account
limited to the preliminary steps of a possible process of expressive inquiry.
The first step along this path is the perception of a persistent uneasiness
that Coetzee’s main character cannot explain: her aversion to eating meat
is very powerful, and yet at the same time it resists explanation. Elizabeth
Costello refuses to engage in the process of rational articulation, not
because of some cognitive incapacity, but because she feels powerless. The
only real justification she provides for her position—that it comes from
her desire “to save her soul”—is not really one. Seen from the vantage
point of pragmatist expressive rationality, Costello is not irrational or
arational: she simply halts at the first stage of rational inquiry, that of the
inarticulate perception of a unifying trait qualifying a situation as being
indeterminate. Therefore, if we read Coetzee’s novel through the eyes of a
pragmatist conception of inquiry, we have to acknowledge that the moral
experience it describes never goes beyond the very beginning of an
articulative and transformative process of inquiry.

19 “The kind of difficulty both cases exemplify arises when something we encounter
defeats our ordinary capacity to get our minds around reality, that is, our capacity to capture
reality in language. That dislodges us from comfortably inhabiting our nature as speaking
animals, animals who can make sense of things in the way the capacity to speak enables us
to” (McDowell, in Crary 2007b, 302).
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Indeed, Costello never climbs the steps of this reflective process that
should, in principle at least, put her in the position to make intelligible,
first to herself, the reasons that lie behind her strong and enduring
attitudes toward animals (with whom she feels a proximity that nearly
challenges her belonging to human society), toward her fellow
nonvegetarian human beings (whom she cannot resist comparing to
Nazis), and toward herself (whom she sees as being driven by the need
to save her soul while at the same time lacking sincere religious moti-
vations). The difficulty of reality, brilliantly pointed out by Cora
Diamond, remains at the level of an inarticulate apprehension of a trou-
bling situation that hurts without finding transparency. In asking the
agent to engage in an articulative process, pragmatism is in no way
imposing upon the agent an obligation to provide rational justifications
for her position. This is a decisive point that should be borne in mind,
as this confusion of rationality with justification qualifies the mistake
made by classical moral philosophy and aptly denounced by perfection-
ism. Expressive pragmatism simply urges the moral agent to submit her
moral life to a quest for understanding, it helps her by making her own
experience the method by which to overcome her own difficulties.20 It
indicates how to proceed through further steps from the first inarticulate
experience to its articulation. This process will help the agent to share
her experience with other human beings in the hope of devising new, not
yet existent, grounds for agreement.

If we generalize the conclusions of this cross-reading of Coetzee’s novel,
we notice a decisive point of convergence between the perfectionist and the
pragmatist answers: the perfectionist and the pragmatist both claim that
the rationality of moral agents does not depend only upon their cognitive
competences; it depends, also, on their moral sensibility, which they both
conceive as the ability to grasp the qualitative traits characterizing a
situation burdened with moral qualities. Moral competence includes the
capacity to grasp or rather to feel the specific quality of given problematic
situations, to see the implications that are not immediately explicit and
that might remain hidden to most of the participants.

We should not, however, downplay the important differences that still
remain. First, the perfectionist tendency to emphasize the dimension of an
impasse within experience and to describe it in terms of deficiency of
communication is in tension with the pragmatist hope in the possibility of
overcoming problems in the open field of public experience. The pragma-
tist takes as a methodological prerequisite the fact that collaborative
inquiry and joint agency will bring a solution to the situation. Second,
while perfectionism tends to downplay the public dimension of difficulties,

20 On “experience as method” as the basis of the pragmatist conception of the relation-
ship between rationality and experience, see Dewey 1925, chap. 3, and for commentaries,
Browning 1998 and Hildebrand 2011.
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insisting instead on their linguistic dimension, pragmatism is on the con-
trary committed to the exteriorization of the self and of the experience of
the self.21 If perfectionism rightly insists on reminding philosophy of its
errors in reducing moral experience to moral reasoning (see Diamond
2006, 104–5, and Crary 2007a, chap. 1), pragmatism is, instead, concerned
with taking literally the idea of the difficulties of reality as concerning
primarily reality: they are difficulties that concern first of all our relation-
ships to the external and public world, to joint opportunities of action, and
to shared and contested beliefs. For the expressive pragmatist, this entan-
glement of the subjective and the objective, of the situation and the agent,
of interiority and exteriority, cannot be undone. Although he tends to
privilege the objective, public, and exterior side as the dimension where
problems can be solved, his epistemology forces him back to this entan-
glement as the general condition of human experience, as the conditions to
which we should turn in order to understand the difficulties of reality—
difficulties that the perfectionist has forced into our field of vision. And at
this point the expressive pragmatist is forced to meet the perfectionist
challenge. Here we see the philosophical importance of the dialogue
between pragmatism and perfectionism.

5. Conclusions

We have seen that the novelty of the perfectionist stance in moral theory
consists—among other things—in the acknowledgment of the moral rel-
evance and legitimacy of troubled states or quests for intelligibility.
Expressive pragmatism urges us to accomplish a further step. This step
consists in taking this perfectionist acknowledgment as the starting point
for an articulative process. The moral agent is invited to articulate her still
inchoate position and to overcome the failure of words by keeping the
open and public reality of the troubled situation in focus. This injunction
stems from a claim of reason, a claim that is radically different from that
pronounced by standard moral theory. This step shows how the reflective
function of reason can be fruitfully exercised within moral experience even
in the face of the “difficulties of reality” that perfectionism depicts so
compellingly. In the face of this risk, expressive rationality constitutes a
resource that should not be underestimated. The idea of an expressive
rationality, in conclusion, is flexible enough to leave room for the perfec-
tionist experience in moral philosophy, while at the same time acknowl-
edging self-control and accountability as necessary steps in the
overcoming of these same difficulties of reality. Such is the challenge and
the promise of expressive pragmatism in ethics.

21 A position notably defended by Dewey in Human Nature and Conduct (Dewey
1922).
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